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1st Lt. George R. DeBeque, 
Corps of Engineers, U.S.A* 

Janxiary, 1919*

Object tit Report*

la The object of this report is to give such information 
regarding the location and tactical value of anti-tank minesj 
the different types used by the Germans and methods employed in 
removing the same as is available at this date.

2* The contents of this report will be confined principally 
to observations made by the writer and to such other information as 
he has been able to secure from Engineers at present engaged in the 
work of removing abandoned tank mines within the area assigned to 
the 2nd U. 3. Army*

3* Credit for many of the photographs and sketches contained 
herein is due to the Commanding Officers of 103rd and 304th Engrs., 
and to Lt. R® C, Thomas and Sgt* Hutton of 6th Observation Group.

(L-nd-
SSBSXgL £ Tactical Value & Mines*

4. While it was well known that the use of tanks by the 
Allies caused the Germans considerable concern it was not fully 
realized to what extent they had taken measures to cope with the 
problem until after the territory had been evacuated and the 
work of cleaning the mine fields was begun.. Besides the numerous 
tank defences and mines encountered a demonstration field was found 
near Briey which had evidently bean used as a school and field for 
testing various types of tank mines*

5. It appears that the scheme followed by the Germans was 
to prepare mine fields and auxiliary tank defences along logical 
avenues of approach for tanks, such as in broad fields, valleys, 
mesas and in the fields adjoining roads.

6. The utilisation of tank mines and. barriers is typical 
of a defensive attitude and when these measures were taken by 
the Germans it is evident that they had little intention of go
ing ahead but were preparing to hold the ground at all cost.

7. While in the majority of the mine fields the mines were 
connected up and ready for use there were some instances where the 
mines were placed but had not been equipped with detonating devices* 
In these cases it is possible that while preparations had been made 
for a strong defensive organization an opportunity had been left to 
assume an offensive attitude*
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8* In other instances it is noted, that the mine fields 
extending along the front alternate with open fields of similar 
length having no tank mines or barriers* Whether this arrange
ment was intended to allow the launching of attacks through the 
open spaces or whether the plan was to begin the construction 
of tank defenses at numerous points and eventually fill the 
intervening spaces is difficult to determine.

9. The Chambley 5-6 map attached hereto shows the organ
ization of the tank mine field extending from Gharey (364.3-264.3) 
across the open country to Lachausee Lake and it is fairly typical 
of the methods employed by the Germans in the area confronting the 
2nd Arny. This field is approximately 4 kilometers in length* 
The mines consisted principally of Types “B**, '•C1* and nDrt described 
herein. They were placed in one continuous line at intervals from 
6 ft. to 10 ft* and at a distance varying from 100 meters to 400 
meters in front of the first belt of German wire* The mines were 
equipped with detonating devices and were ready for firing.

10* An auxiliary tank defense consisting of a barrier of 
rails was constructed at a distance from 400 - 500 meters behind 
the mine field*

11. About one kilometer to the rear of the first mine field 
work had been started on a similar system of tank mines of the 
same types with a line of barriers 300 meters to the rear as an 
auxiliary defense.

12* It appears from this that the German plan was to 
organize the tank defenses to considerable extent in depth in 
a manner similar to that employed in siting the different trench 
systems*

13* It is easy to realize the value of such an organization 
for defensive purposes but it appears that the principal disad
vantage of this system is that it deprives the occupants of the 
ground of the opportunity of assuming the offensive on a scale 
of any considerable extent as it would be extremely difficult to 
go forward over tank mines and through barriers with even the 
light field guns.

Type.3. &£. Miaefi,.

14. From the great variety of mines discovered it is evident 
that the manufacture of tank mines had not become standard but was 
still in a state of development. It appears that the devising of 
the machines was, to considerable extent, left to the ingenuity of 
the troops occupying the sector. The fact that at least one testing 
field (Briey) had been established would lead one to believe that 
it was intended to test the different types and decide upon certain 
ones as standards for manufacture*
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15« While the different types of mines so far discovered 
are varied in details of construction they are, as a general 
rule, similar in methods of detonation.

16. She mines generally consist of a wood or metal box 
containing either a H.E. shell or a quantity of perdite. The 
mines are arranged to explode under the weight of a tank or 
even under the weight of a field gun.

17. The detonating device usually consisted of a spring 
fuse lighter, sketch and description of whidh is given in this 
report. In some instances mines were equipped with fridtion 
fuse lighters.

18. In addition to the mines actuated by the spring and 
friction fuse lighters a few types were found consisting of H.E. 
shells placed vertically in boxes and equipped with the regulation 
instantaneous fuses which would explode under the weight of a tank.

19. A type of mobile charge to be ignited and thrown in 
front of an approaching tank was also discovered at one place.

20. Of the entire number of mines removed there were dis
covered many ingenious types. Some of them were extremely 
dangerous to dismantle due to the fact that they would be ex
ploded when the box was wither closed or opened.

211 The system generally followed by the Germans in the 
placing of the mines was to wrap each one in tar paper to protect 
it from moisture. The mine was then placed in a shallow hole so 
that the top of the box or container would be about level with the 
surface of the ground. It was then covered with a few inches of 
earth or sod as camouflageo After the mines had been placed the 
field was usually covered with a ligfct belt of barbed wire or 
barbed wire concertina. This was probably done to camouflage 
the location of the field or to protect the occupants.of the 
ground from accidents that might occur. In some instances mines 
were placed in pits which were then covered with branches.

22. There appears to have been no standard or logical scheme 
for the detailed organization of the tank mine fields. In some 
oases the mines were placed in one continuous line spaced at inter
vals of from 6 to 10 feet. In others they were placed in zig-zag 
formation while in some instances they were arranged in checker 
board fashion so that the intervals between mines would be about 
10 feet in all directions. This latter system appears to be 
more logical than the others as there was evidence that the in
tentions were to continue placing mines from time to time to give 
depth to the mine field. This in conjunction with the secondary 
system of mines and barriers one kilometer or more to the rear 
would undoubtedly constitute a very effective organization and an 
obstacle which it would be difficult to overcome.
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Removal of Mines*

23. The removal of mines requires considerable oare and. skills 
This is particularly true when the work must be performed under shell 
fire.

24. While the mine fields: .are generally easy to locate, there 
are so many different types employed that each, mine is really a prob
lem in itself.

' 25. On discovering a mine it should first be cleaned of sod and
. earth that generally covers it. The tar paper wrapper may then be re

moved and the mine carefully examined to ascertain the type before pro
ceeding to disarm it. Among the box types employed by the Germans there 

v were a few that were arranged to explode on raising the cover. After
* extracting the detonating device the mine may be handled without danger.

I.

26. During active operations when preparations are made for an 
attack with tanks Engineers are assigned to the task of removing mines 
and barriers and otherwise assisting the advance.

27. Engineers detailed to perform this work should be familiar 
_ with the types of tank mines oanmonly employed and they should be 

thoroughly instructed in the methods of disarming them. These details 
should also be provided with maps or sketches showing the location of 
known or suspected mine fields.

OlSfifilsa 11M gjglAS Aymlatiee.

28. One of the provisions embodied in the armistice signed 
November 11, 1918, was that the Germans should indicate the location 
of tank mine fields, road mines, mined bridges, dugouts, buildings, 
etc. This information was collected and compiled by the Intelligence 
Section of the Staff and was then transmitted to the Chief Engineer of 
each Amy.

29. The Information received by the Chief Engineer, Second U.S. 
Amy consisted of maps, the Ohambley 5-6 map attached to this report 
being one of the set.

30. Engineer troops were detailed by the Chief Engineer of the 
Arny to precede the marching columns of the Arny of Occupation to re- 

,■ , pair roads and remove mines. Definite areas were assigned to each
Divisional Engineer who was provided with maps indicating the roads 
for which he was responsible together with a complete set of maps 
showing the location of mines.

31, Regarding the removal of mines in connection with repair
ing of roads during the advance the Chief Engineer of the Amy issued 
orders to the Divisional Engineers, extracts from which are as follows*
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"I* It is requested, that the matter of the removal 
of mines, traps and. road, obstacles be handled, as follows:

A. That sufficient men be detailed from your 
organization to search for and to remove all such devices 
in the battle zone along the main lines of march for which, 
you are responsible. These details must precede the march
ing column starting at H hour,

B, That similar parties be detailed, as soon 
as it appears advisable, to clean up the remaining roads 
ahead of your divisional area,

0, That when A and B are completed, a thorough 
search be made over the area ahead of your divisional area, 
tank mines and shelters receiving special attention. All 
shelters should be marked ’inspected** if found safe,

2, The officer in charge of the department of Rail
roads and Roads of this office, states that he has no ob
jection to your diverting not to exceed one company from 
road work for this purpose. It is highly improbable how
ever that you will require as much as a company for this 
work,

3, The order of importance of the three phases of the work 
mentioned in paragraph one and an approximate time limit set for 
their completion are as follows:-

Bar, 1A This should be handled ahead of the marching troops.

Par, IB This should be completed by the end of D plus two 
days, roads being covered in order of importance.

Par, 1C This should be completed by the end of D plus 
seven days,**

32, A few accidents occurred during the work of removing the tank 
mines, Theae were probably due, in part,to unfamiliarity with the diff
erent types employed by the Germans, However it was found that in cases 
where the mines had evidently been in place for some time the detonating 
devices had become corroded and were very difficult and dangerous to 
remove,

33, It was eventually decided not to use American engineer 
soldiers for this work and German pioneer prisoners who were familiar 
with the different types of mines were detailed to complete the work 
of cleaning the fields,

34, The following extracts from letters written by the C.O. 103rd 
Engineers, indicate some of the difficulties encountered and the methods 
employed in some instances in the destruction of the mines.
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*Nov. 22, 1918.

1. Since November 17th this regiment has been 
engaged, in the removal of german contact mines between 
JONVILLE and GEARY. During this time we have removed, 
between 2,500 and 3,000 mines. On Wednesday, November 
20th, five men were killed by the explosion of one of 
these mines. The only data we have in reference as to 
how this explosion occured ms that one of the men who 
was not injured heard Sergeant Henkel, who had charge 
of the detail, say "This is a hard one,* A few seconds 
afterwards an explosion ficoured, killing Sergeant Henkel 
and four other men. To-day, at 10*00 A.M. a Private was 
killed in the removal of one of these mines. We do not 
know how this explosion occured. In the removal of these 
mines we have found at least six different patterns, and 
it has been necessary to shoot by other explosives about 
one-fifth of these mines. These mines are very dangerous, 
and in most cases it is practically impossible to tell their 
condition until they are uncovered, and they are always 
dangerous to uncover.

2. We have found that the only proper way to 
render these mines harmless is to take the tar paper off 
of the.cover, remove the attachment between the cover and 
the detonator and remove the detonator* ■ Where jt has 
been found impossible to remove the detonator, we have 
then shot them with high explosives. It would not be • 
wise to shoot them all by hi$i explosives, as we would 
always run the danger of covering up or displacing mines 
that had not been exploded.*

•Wes. 9, 1918.

1. In accordance with a letter from Hq_. 6th Army 
Corps, Dea. 4th, 1918, a detail started removing tank 
mines between ST. BSNOIT-DAMPVITOUX Road and the XOWSS- 
CHAREY Road at a point just south of DAMPVITOUX on Mbn-

- day, December 9th.

2. After considering all methods, it was decided 
to have these mines removed as follows* (most of these 
mines consisted of two 150 mm. shells placed in a wooden 
box so arranged that when a load is placed on the cover 
of the box the cover will descend and pull the brass pin 
out of a fuse lighter setting off either a small piece 
of fuse or a detonator, thus exploding shell.)

Two 1 kilo, packages of perdite were placed on the 
top of the tank mine box, a package on each end, electric 
detonators were inserted in the perdite and the detonators 
connected to a blasting battery. The mines adjoining the 
mines that were to be shot were covered with heavy corrugated 
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iron and. in front of each unshot mine was placed, heavy 
elephant iron for the purpose of protecting the mines 
from dirt dropping on the same. Any dirt that might 
drop would fall on the horizontal corrugated iron. 
Five boxes were shot and it was found that only five 
of the ten shells exploded, The tank boxes in each 
case being blown to pieces, and the brass pins of the 
fuse lighters were pulled from the same, but for some 
reasons these shells did not explode. One kilo, of 
perdite was placed on the top of each unexploded shell, 
and also at the same time one other tank mine was shot. 
Five of the shells exploded, one shell was broken in two 
by the explosion, but the high explosive in the same 
seemed to have become moist and deteriorated. One 
shell did not explode.

The orater made by the explosion of these shells 
is not very large, very little dirt was thrown on the 
unexploded mines, but pieces of shell flew in all 
directions within a radius of at least 300 or 400 
meters •**

G. R. DeBEQQE, 
1st Lt.,Engrs., U.S
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German tank mines of types ”B", "C” and ”D” which were 
removed from in front of the first belt of German wire in the 
open field between Charey and Lachaussee Lake. These mines 
were placed in one continuous line and spaced at intervals 
of from 8 ft. to 10 ft. The mines had been placed in shallow 
holes rind covered with a couple of inches of earth. A light 
belt of barbed v/ire and barbed wire concertina then covered 
the mines, perhaps to camouflage their presence or to mark 
the field so' that accidents would not occur among the Germansfit 
themselves. ■ •
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TANK MINES

.German spring fuse lighter with detonator removed* 
Natural'-size. The lighter i's made of‘brass*

When the cotter pin is removed the plunger is re
leased which explodes the fulminate primer*
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TALIK MIKES

A number of German mines of type ”D" were 
found, between Chai^ and Jonville, equipped with 
frictionifiuse lighter instead of the spring fuse 
lighter more commonly employed by the Germans#

When the block.ie forced down an’instantan
eous5 fuse is ignited by the friction wire#

This type of primer’is particularly dangerous. 
The head, of the nail should be cut off and the wire 
carefully, disengaged. The fuse and detonator mey 
then be removed from the nose of the shell. During 
the operation great care must be taken not to pull 
the wire# After removal from the shell the deton
ator should be taken off at once#
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y _y, u. • ••............ : • • ■- :

Slype t|®kBine,j Kftny o f whichwere: found at- 
different-places-along. the German line of trenches*' 
It is simiXarjto,.typ<! "3" in,.that it consists iof a ; 
wood, box 40" x 16" x 10" containing a 6" H.E. shell 
from which-the,:fuse ihas.vbeeB?reB®ve4*>e-ffie principal 
difference hetyeen.the.ttwextypes is that in type'll" 
the lid extends the full length of the box instead 
of be^ng.0©j|g&jaf endaasyin-typethey inner:"..' ■
side af_>theinailed a .blook tof litood -se that--’'-' '• • 
when the^lidc^s. jrasseAidowia_a block □.ightly.attadh- ■ - 
ed t03ft^rinn4r-jp..ide ef the .-box is:, f oread down and--WitM . 
it th< jna-ilrwhi^. fet, .fastened::to yth,e rpin-.of*-.a *.••. . . 
spring 4M®/Lii^htege»,.-, Mheii the., cotter .-pin cis-pull'-ed- - - : ■ . 
out the plunger of the lighter is released which, explodes 
the fulminate detonator inserted in the nose of the shell*

To dismantle this mine the end of the cotter pin 
should be bent to prevent accident, and the head of the 
nail cut oft* The shell may then be pulled out of the 
cradle and the fuse lighter and detonator removed*
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• "Type "B" Tank Mine. 
Wood box 4G" x 15" x 15" 

containing a 6" E.E, shell from 
' which the fuse has been removed. 
'A spring fuse;7lighter equipped

! with fulminate cap ■ is placed 
in the nose of the shell. The 

- fuse .lighter is attached to
■ the'iron frame by a piece of 

wire* When- the cover of the 
box is forced down by a weight 

« passing over -it the iron frame 
is pushed down pulling out the

i co t ter pin; of - the • f us © 1igh ter 
■ and'thehjaine is exploded.

_ To ■ dismantle this mine
• •••' the” end' of'-the -’tfase' • light er 

pinshould be bent as a pre
caution* against accident. 
The wire connecting the ring 
of the cotter pin to the iron 
frame * eho uld th on be - di s engage d

’ and the J fuse light er aid d e ton- 
ator removed from the shell*
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MiK; MIMES'.

, Illustrative of type ”C" Qeiman Anti-tank mines 
(Flaohmine) removed from field s=t Charey t© Jonville.

^z <r

This mine consists of a wood box 18^ x 14" x 6" 
with a sheet iron cover. On the top of the box is a 
bridge consisting of a firing bar, four legs and. sheet 
iron cheek plates. The mine contains 3 kilos Perlite.

The firing arrangement consists of four spring 
fuse lighters which are connected by instantaneous 
fuse to detonators placed in the packages of Perdite.

Each cheek plate is equipped with two studs 
which fit into the rings of the cotter pins of the 
fuse lighters. Whena. weight passes over the bridge 
of the mine the cotter pins of the fuse lighters are 
drawn and the mine exploded,- 

• ' ' ' ’/ •
- The method , of rendering this mine harmless is

to loosen the wing- nut on the firing bar and dis
engage the studs on the cheek plates from the rings 
of the cotter pins of the fuse lighters. The bridge 

. may then be removed, the .sheet iron lid taken off and 
the instantaneous fuses out and detonators removed 
from the packages. .

~ In loosening the v/ing nut care must be taken that
> the natural weight of the cheek plates themselves will 

not cause the cotter pins to be withdrawn.
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'£ABK KIBES

Details of Type "C" Mine
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TANK tKINBS

To dismantle this mine

. - ■

Type ”D” tank mine con
sisting of wood box 27” x 16" 
x 12”, in which is placed-a 
pipe ‘shell 6" x 20" filled 
with perdite. Pressure on 
the lid pushes block "A”, 
moving nail and pulling out 
fuse lighter pin. : .

the fuse lighter pin should 
be bent with pliers and We 
wire removed from the ring ' * ’
of the .-cotter piniof the fuse . 
lighter. ' The fuse lighter -
and detonatorrmg7 then be . ■ r e..<
pulle d out st r al ght <



Type ”Enmine, a number of which were found, in the 
area of the First Arsy.

The mine consists of a wood, box 12’ x 10" x 10n 
containing one 6" H.E. shell from which the regulation 
fuse has been removed and spring fuse lighter insert
ed in its place#

A hinged cover extends the full length of the 
box. To the inner side of the cover is attached a 
metal fork to which is fastened the cotter pin of 
the spring fuse lighter by means of a nail.

This type is similar to Type "Q” in that the 
cotter pin of the fuse lighter .will. be pulled out 
and the shell exploded when the cover is either 
raised or pressed down. It is a very dangerous 
type to disarm. - t

These, mines were generally placed in a continuous 
line a short distance in front of the first belt of 
German wire. ? ' .. ■ ■. ■ . • •

To dismantle this mine th e hand mu st be inserted 
inside the box without raising the lid and the mail 
connecting the cotter pin to the metal form removed^ 
The lid may then be raised and .the spring.fuse lighter 
and detonator taken from the nose of the .shell.. 1 :
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Type "f".mine which is similar in every 
respect to Type "A” except that the box 
contains >-two 6"- H.E* shells instead of 
one. Each shell is equipped with spring 
fuse lighter, the cotter pin of which is 
attached to a wooden block.

The method employed in dismantling 
this.mine is the same as that in Type "A".
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MK MIMES

A f ew mines of this type 
were found by 103rd Engineers 
between Charey and Jonville. 
It is a particularly dangerous 
type as it will explode ’ ’ 
when the lid of the box 
ed or pressed down.

either
is rais-

of a 
00 n-

- This type consists 
wood box 5* x 18" xlB" 
taining a 9.7" H.E. shell from 
which the fuse has feeen removed 
and a spring fuse lighter insert
ed in its place.

- ■'

I The cover of the box is
I held slightly open by means of
I a wood cleat nailed to the end.
I When the cover is forced down the 
I cleat is broken and the cover
I drops inside the box. A wood 
block (B) is firmly nailed to 
the lower side of the cover, as 
shown in the sketch. A nail 
driven into this block is

I attached by means of wire (A) 
to the cotter pin of a spring 

sf us e light er. ■ “When” the c over 
vis forced down so reraised the 
’cotter.pin is. pulled cmt and 
the shell is exploded^1 *

I c .. By reaching carefully 
inside the box and cutting

I athe' wire. (A) the cover may 
r he raised and the* fuse 
lighter and detonator re- . 
moved from the nose of the 
shell. The fuse lighter 
is sometimes held in place 
in the nose of the shell 
by means of a wood plug 
which may have to be removed
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Detonator

■20.

Stiff wire engaging .
Cotter pm.

l’»2"x8‘ Block .muled 
to lid'. '

Loose lid.
Hand hole

Charge ' ' 
!2 Kg. Perdit

—---------------- r— 3-0’=---------------------------

Longitudinal Section

Demensions of charge^6'»6"«20" 
6’(150mm.)sheH .sometimes used
Box of light material. ' 
■Charge-cased in far 'paper. 
Trap usually is set under., 
wire entanglement 
and camouflaged | I 
with grass.

Box set flush with ground.

L'd /Stake

■2"*6"*7-o' plank with
' bearing block resting

Plan on hd of box.

= Cross Section Longitudinal Section 
/ . In frcffif of iihar^e Through Center

<== ’ I ' - 1 >. , - < , ■ 4*. . . ... ..

Detfitls WSypie"nH". ,.There...were two 
varieties of this type - orfe ‘equipped with, 
a 6" shell and the other containing from 8 
to IS packages of Perdite. The spring fuse 
lighter is connected with the box by a wire 
so that any rough handling will explode it.

To di smaiitie, the hand is inserted in
side the hand hole and the wire engaging the 
cotter pin should be cut after which the lid 
may be raised.
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Type ”Hn tank mine. A number 
of these were removed by 304th
Engineers, *
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TANK WHIES

Type"I” 'Tank mine 
consisting of box 19” x 
13.5” x 16” equipped with 
10" shell and instantaneous 
fuse. Mine is buried in 
tie ground; lid is closed 

• down the bracket resting 
on the wires. Weight of 
tank breaks the wires and 
the cover jams the ins ban
tan eo us fuse.
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TAJIK MIN IS

JT “ ■'

6^2 3T9.«4- a4O.«^.^.'ACw0Jgn.ofo;5e< &S6

Views of Type "I” showing the manner in which, 
they are placed and camouflaged.
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German Trap Mines 
Road Type

Section

Shell TYpe - Anti-tank

, Type "J” consisting of 6" shell 
equipped with plunger igniter and 
detonator in nose of shell. These 
were found by 304th Engineers and 
also by the 11 th Thoto Section, 6th 
Corps, Aerial Service.
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Type "K". A number of this type were 
removed by 304th Engineers. This mine consists 
of three 6" shells and tv/o friction fuse lighters. 
Another form contained two shells and one fuse 
lighter. They were set in the ground, top flush 
with the surface and placed at intervals of 10 - 
12 ft. To disarm this type the lid is raised 
and the fuses' cut.
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TANK MINES

Type "Ii”, consisting of box 19” x 13" x 7" 
containing 20 kg. H.E. set flush, with surface 
of the ground and camouflaged. When lid is 
forced down friction fuse is ignited. These 
were placed at intervals of 10 - 15 ft. To 
render harmless the lid is raised and fuses 
cut#



ANTI-TANK

O Type "Mn found by 304th Engrs., consisting
of two patterns, one equipped with 150 m/m shell, 
the other with 250 m/m shell.

-‘*Idd's-of 'boxes arrBa^ed so .that detonating 
'i-‘:devicewbtild/;bei¥tf'img"'h^df/Wei'^t-oftank._/-

-’Mines - were .placed Tn ^-ground -'endcamoufT aged. ;
A sffiall ditch. '-aro^iSl^eadh;bWJ;^:dteqted :it *from 
surface water. They were placed dt-intervals*’ 
of 10 ft. and line extended a distance of li- 
kilometers.

L



y... .Views, oftype "M” mine. Mine containing 
150 in/m shell:equipp ed with detonator and frict ion 
fuse’lighter, '..the cotter pin of which is attached 
to one‘of the blocks supporting the lid. ‘ See 
8 ket ch.Ton. preceding page*

s". « ... ... i - . * ■ * ..• *.. ’ * , ,
' *' - ' - ■ . '. It" <■ * k . . ,

• - ' A '. ’ , ,



Views of .Type ."JI", .Type containing 250 
m/m shell, is '.equipped wi th” friction tfwe slighter 
and detonator, in nose; of, shell. - Wire: attached 
to cotter pin is strung under the lid in -such a 
manner that when lid is forced down the cotter 
pin is withdrawn. See sketch on preceding pages.

To dismantle these mines the lid should he 
raised and instantaneous fuse or wire cut and 
detonating device removed©



I

-M'K MIKES

-j5 -fl^Kpe..s">? imine'-.■ .■ Twc^'different- examples 
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MK ’MINIS

5ype "0” mine consisting of Bangalore 
Torpedo 20 ft. length of 2” pipe equipped 
with spring fuse lighter and designed to ex
plode when moved. A few examples of this 
type were found by the 304th Engineers near 
Ornes at 34.5 - 75.2
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TANK -.MIN ES.

Type of mobile charge, a number of which were found. 
' by 103d Engineers in a house in Puxieux.

These charges were to be thrown in front of or 
under the tanks during an attack.

A translation of the labels found on the charges 
is explanatory of the method employed in preparing 
the mine for firing*
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Kx-x. cxxoal ;TOS'.Si^a ■ - - • ' '
xn; ©ex’ al Aoi'-x; ar x.tzl'l'"'S',,,""™nTa r xxixx.'- aa** xa ■ ax'

s t mine found■■■%£ l©8rl- fe^Lnee^s fn German ;'-
trslnlMgroundB near -Briey*' ®ie contact platformoonaMM' 

TWC< wl Wai Sbiftt’ din*-x fifiw fflw- WM isr-about
Wot itf toW

At peiUW</-■>• WW 0 -arW'-el$it gsu^iidrW'^i'‘:’eblS' of Wish 
are fastened t® O nails on the outside of the box* > Thewires 
fora loops inside and. about din* below top of the box* On 
these loops rests tfce oontaot platform© On the inside of the 
box at points B, |L and § are placed spring fuse lighters 

x with wires o*SBssit*g.thA cottar pinsr D t@ > and Sto twith 
their Meys-b- little more than din. below the top of the-box* 
Instantaneous fuses lead from the fess -lighters to the nose 
of a shell placed behind-the box. (There was nothing to show 
the manner In which the pieces of fuse were to be oonneoted 
to the shell*/ Sufficient weight on beta would bre^t W*

' wires st^porMhf' >e beam* pnHing out one w®.ore-.--uf thex...-' 
eotter pine of the fuse lighters thereby exploding the shell*

To disnsntlei Beateve beaBRj cut the fuses: bend ends* 
of the cottar pins of the fuse lighters and reawre the shell* 

■ One or wore shells nan be pissed behind or In front 
of the box* Considered a v.eay efficient type of mine as by 
means of a false cover and by not :ue^r»ting up the wires 
with the fuse lighters between rtM'"trand S and G the mine 

sg<«'-Mft ■ wfiMt'xiik.- Weh«ft«i»e'-‘ th®" flCWs cover
mayi>e.rAwys«<jfwe iightersroeJumtfi<f<M;*-'theibeM plaest-<ln

P—-■ iexjrf' sai'alx £ n- a ax’ :•■
• X-XXX feXift xaiXX'S iTOX V-T -bxX. XX .iX“x„ XX a

“-- r-: F
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■ TASK MIKES

Q : Contact mi-neror~ Infantry trap, -75 of-.which 
were: jthe''Qrne®; r-\7|*5)*_
CoATsts"-./^ ;JWQ-.co’ni*ainiqgfP$r df^e,-wlth 
two *fr fetid ii Wse ligirt ja.r8 ,UhcL so < d esf^gnedj tha t 
by pressing down or raising the lid the mine is 
exploded. The lid is held in position by five 
short tfires.
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TAIIK. KIBES

yiO of box .type .Infantry. traps (opened) 
foppish’*an^old,, cparry 'in -tiie Ornes Valley, 
de mines were all at irregular intervals and 
lightly covered with earth.
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TABK-'iriiES

'Shov/IB^ mannerv-in which /tank mines were ... 
^placed, •sj5£cea at; intektals of about 10 ft.

'r ....





Type of spliner-proof shelter which was used, 
by 304th Engineers in destroying tank mines. Each 
shelter would accomodate two or three men and they 
were constructed close to the line of mines at in
tervals of about 600 ft. The mines were dismantled 

- and shells piled„in groups from 6 to 9 in contact 
with each, other. A block of T.U.T. was placed 
against the nose of one shell in each group, tamped 
with clay and detonated electrically. The demolition 
squads took shelter in the dugouts and guards were 
posted about 1 km. in all directions. Shell frag
ments were sometimes thrown considerable distances.
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